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Abstract—Modern robotic researches propose various machine
vision methods for accomplishing robotic tasks. The recognition
quality in these tasks is very important for successful perfor-
mance. A large number of them use fiducial marker systems as
a main element of algorithms. However, only a few researches
are comparing standard marker systems. This paper is dedicated
to the comparison of AprilTag and ArUco markers resistance
to rotations in the presence of synthetic noise. Experiments
were conducted in ROS/Gazebo virtual environment in order to
provide a fair comparison of marker detection and recognition
algorithms while eliminating external environment conditions
that influence the algorithms’ performance. The presented virtual
environments allow collecting a significant amount of data by
experiment process automation. Different levels of additive white
Gaussian noise were applied to input sensory data in order to
simulate the imperfection of real digital cameras. The main con-
tribution of the paper is the systematic comparison of AprilTag
and ArUco markers for rotation resistance in the presence of
optical sensor noise.

Index Terms—robotics, fiducial marker system, recognition
algorithms, experimental comparison, ROS, Gazebo

I. INTRODUCTION

Fiducial marker system (FMS) is a set of graphical tokens
developed for recognition by machine vision systems. These
graphical signs are mostly designed to be printed and attached
to rigid surfaces. Each distinct marker in FMS has its unique
ID and a unique graphical representation to be recognized
and decoded by a corresponding computer vision algorithm.
FMSs are widely used in a broad range of tasks in physics,
metrology, medicine, augmented reality, etc. In robotics, they
act as a main element in navigation [1]–[3], localization [4]–
[7], camera calibration [8]–[10] and mapping [11]–[13] tasks.
Wide FMS usage implies multiple FMS types existence and
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Fig. 1. Servosila Engineer robot.

development; each of them has its strengths and weaknesses
depending on features of a particular task to be accomplished.

Our long-term target is to perform a camera calibration on
AR-601M humanoid robot [14] (Fig. 2) and mobile robot
Servosila Engineer [15] (Fig. 1) in an automated manner.
Therefore, we need to choose the most appropriate FMS that
will be further placed on the robot body surface and allow the
robot to calibrate its cameras without human assistance, which
is typical for standard calibration procedures [16].

Considering our long-term goal, we selected a set of criteria,
which are the most important for our task. In a robot self-
calibration scenario, a marker could be placed on the robot’s
manipulator, which will allow capturing multiple frames with
the marker in its different projections. During manipulator
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Fig. 2. AR-601M manipulator with a checker-board marker attached to its
left hand palm (left); the robot performs marker observation (right).

movements, the marker is rotated and may be partially over-
lapped by other elements of the robot. Thus, chosen markers
should be resistant to marker rotations, partial occlusions,
and sensor noise. However, previous researches lack system-
atic approaches and fair comparisons, for example, occlusion
resistance tests were performed in a random manner [17].
Another case is a comparison between two versions of the
same FMS [18].

In our previous researches [19], [20], we compared April-
Tag [13], [21], ArTag [22], [23] and CALTag [24] FMSs using
manual experiments, including rotations about axes, systematic
and arbitrary occlusions. Results analysis showed that all three
FMSs are practically resistant to rotations around X axis;
however, CALTag demonstrated significantly better results
in experiments for occlusions. However, manually conducted
experiments have strong disadvantages:

• Very high costs in terms of time and human resources.
Collecting a statistically significant amount of data re-
quires conducting multiple iterations of each experiment.

• Experiments’ fairness control problem. Environment con-
ditions are typically unstable and during real-world exper-
iments a precise inclination angle, a marker position with
regard to a camera, lighting conditions, etc. are difficult
to track and control.

• Limited hardware choice. Real sensors have unavoidable
noises and constrain comparison possibilities since their
physical properties, e.g., camera resolution, lens distor-
tion level, optical sensor sensitivity are static and could
not be modified arbitrarily.

These disadvantages limit the reproducibility of experiments
and therefore decrease the scientific significance of obtained
results. In order to overcome these disadvantages, in our work
the experiments were transferred to a virtual environment
with strictly controlled external conditions [25]. This paper
introduces the developed virtual experiment environment in
the ROS/Gazebo simulator and the results of experiments
for rotation resistance under different noise levels of input
sensory data. Experiments are focused on different marker
families’ resistance to the noise. This noise is unavoidable

Fig. 3. Marker rotation axes alignment relatively to the camera.

in practice and should have minimum influence on the marker
detection results. Therefore, this paper provides AprilTag [26]
and ArUco marker families comparison.

Section 2 briefly introduces the Robot Operating System
framework and the Gazebo simulator that were used in re-
search. Section 3 describes virtual environment properties and
experimental setup. The results of the virtual experiments are
presented in section 4. The last section concludes the presented
research and identifies further researches direction.

II. TOOLS: ROS AND GAZEBO

Robot Operating System (ROS) is a framework that unites
multiple executables into a single structure with unified data
streams between them. Executables in ROS system are called
nodes and data streams for their communication are called
topics. Nodes get data from input topics, process them, and
send them to output topics. Such distributed nature and flexible
design of ROS allow creating various data processing schemes,
including complex navigation systems or computer vision
systems [27]. ROS has a software distribution system, which
is based on the so-called packages. Packages are software
units responsible for a particular robot functionality, e.g., for
robot visualization, locomotion control, path planning, sensory
data gathering, etc. A package could be easily replaced due to
standardized data exchange interfaces.

Gazebo is a 3D-simulator, which is fully integrated into
ROS as its node. The Gazebo is responsible for simulation
of real-world features, including physics, lighting and shadow
rendering, collision detection, etc. A wide range of Gazebo
tools for creating and manipulating with complex environ-
ments allows employing it for virtual environment visual-
ization. Gazebo uses OGRE rendering engine [28], which is
a well-developed open-source rendering engine. Since ROS-
Gazebo combination is probably the most popular standard
tool among robot developers today [29], all virtual experi-
ments, which are run within this framework, could be easily
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and independently reproduced by other researchers. An open-
source code of projects gives an opportunity for anyone to peer
review internals of any experiments. This standardizes exper-
iments’ architecture and makes it independent on a particular
fiducial marker system or marker detection and recognition
algorithms. Such approach allows adding new marker systems
and, moreover, provides equal experimental conditions for all
existing and newly created markers.

For our virtual experiments we utilized official ROS pack-
ages for the ArUco and AprilTag markers detection and recog-
nition, aruco ros package [30] and apriltag ros package [31]
accordingly. These packages use canonical recognition algo-
rithms implementations. Using the Gazebo we created required
external environment conditions and controlled them during
the virtual experiments. The Gazebo allowed simulating real
hardware properties, including lens distortion, sensor resolu-
tion, etc., and adding various levels of sensor noise.

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP

Multiple external environment conditions may influence a
marker detection process. Virtual experiments are designed
to eliminate their influence since an external environment is
always kept ideal and constant. Experiment conditions are
presented in Table I. This paper is dedicated to fiducial markers
resistance for rotations with ideal sensor (no noise) and in
presence of Gaussian noise, therefore, the sensory noise level
is defined at the beginning of each experiment; a marker
rotation angle is changing during the experiment. Rotations are
performed about X and Z axes (shown on Fig. 3). Rotations
about X-axis do not affect a visible segment of a marker; Y-
axis and Z-axis rotations gradually decrease the visible percent
of the marker in a very similar manner, therefore, only Z-axis
rotation experiments were conducted.

Noise added to the rendered images was zero-mean additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [32]. This noise had Gaussian
probability distribution and was independent of a rendered
pixel color. Since the mean value was static, we were changing
a standard deviation value to determine noise influence on
detection results. This noise type approximates noises of a
digital camera optical sensor under difficult conditions [33],
e.g., poor lighting or low optical sensor quality. Noise levels
used in experiments are shown in Fig. 4. Other constant
parameters (light properties, distances, etc.) were chosen in
such a manner that they could allow constructing an ideal
environment and did not affect recognition results.

Virtual environment parameters were controlled by a user
and were used to conduct experiments in various conditions.
All user-defined parameters’ values were set using a developed
graphical user interface (GUI) that allows easy and fast manual
setup of a virtual experiment. User-defined parameters, their
possible values and particular values that were chosen for the
experiments are listed in Table II.

The virtual environment includes two robots: a robot-
performer and a robot-observer (shown on Fig. 5). The robot-
performer was designed to hold a marker and rotate it within

Fig. 4. Gaussian noise levels: ideal sensor (0%, top); moderate noise level
(5%, bottom left); high noise level (10%, bottom right).

TABLE I
CONSTANT PARAMETERS OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Parameter Value
Camera distortion level 0 (ideal lens)
Lens mapping function Gnomonic

(perspective)
Marker size 1 m. x 1 m.

Light angle of incidence 45◦

Light spectrum White light
Light conditions Uniform in entire

marker area

a particular interval between the detection series. The robot-
observer was static and acted as a stand for a virtual camera.
The robots were spawned on a user-defined distance between
them and an experiment began. The experiment flow for each
level of Gaussian noise was as follows (sequence diagram is
shown on Fig. 6):

1) The robot-observer captures the user-defined number of
frames with its virtual camera. In our experiments, 100
frames were captured in each detection series.

2) Each captured frame is sent as input for corresponding
fiducial marker detection and recognition algorithm.

3) A logging system records the detection result of each
captured result into a file and duplicates it into the
user console. The result could be a success or a failure.
Detection series at a particular angle (which is a set of
100 camera shots in the same pose of the marker under
inspection and the camera) with a particular noise level
gives a number of successful detections that lies in the
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TABLE II
USER-CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTAL SETUP PARAMETERS

Parameter Possible values range Selected values
AprilTag (4 types)

Alvar [34]
Tag family and type ArTag AprilTag (type 25h7) &

ArToolKitPlus [35] ArUco (type 25h7)
ArUco (2 types)

ChiliTag [36]
0.3 MP (640 x 480 px)

Camera resolution 1 MP (1280 x 960 px) 0.3 MP
2 MP (1600 x 1200 px)

Distance between a camera and a marker (m.) [0; +∞] 2
Border presence With or without white border Without white border

Gaussian noise standard deviation (%) [0;100] 0 & 5 & 10
Number of frames analyzed for each marker state [10;100] 100

Simulation threads Up to hardware limit 4
GUI mode GUI or non-GUI non-GUI

range of 0 to 100.
4) If a rotation limit is not reached, the robot-performer

rotates the marker one degree further and the current
algorithm returns to step 1; otherwise, the current al-
gorithm selects a next marker type and returns to step
1.

Fig. 5. Robot-performer rotated a marker by 10 degrees (top) around X-axis;
robot-performer rotated marker by 15 degrees around Z-axis (bottom).

IV. RESULTS

Sets of markers were chosen to provide a fair comparison
between detection and recognition algorithms of AprilTag and
ArUco families, therefore, markers of similar type (i.e. 25h7
type) were selected. Similar types of FMSs eliminated the
difference between them in encoding schemes: both types

Fig. 6. Experiments sequence diagram.

have 25 encoding pixels and a minimum Hamming distance
between any two markers in a set is equal or more than 7.
Hamming distance equality means that both types have equal
chances to detect a marker properly in cases when a part
of the marker is impossible to recognize or visual data is
corrupted (e.g., noisy). For instance, let us assume there are
two markers to be detected: marker A encodes ”10100011” and
marker B encodes ”11001101”. In the case of corrupted input
data, a decoded sequence may be ”10001011”. The Hamming
distance value is computed using a digit-by-digit comparison
between an input sequence and markers’ sequences. In the case
of marker A, its value equals to 2, in the case of marker B,
the value equals to 3. Thus, a decoded marker is more likely
to be marker A, allowing the detection algorithm to restore
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TABLE III
RELIABLE DETECTION RATES IN VIRTUAL EXPERIMENTS

Gaussian noise level (%)
0 (ideal) 5 (moderate) 10 (high)

Rotation axis X Z X Z X Z
AprilTag - 25h7 99.94 69.96 30.87 5.42 0.0 0.0
ArUco - 25h7 99.97 86.06 99.79 48.96 0.0 0.0

corrupted data.
In order to estimate practical applicability, results of virtual

experiments are provided in a form of reliable detection series
rates. The detection series is called reliable if a marker is
detected in at least 95% of the captured frames. Rates that are
presented in Table III show the percentage of reliable detection
series among all series for a particular marker family, noise
level and rotation axis.

Results analysis showed predictable behavior of the markers
in a presence of Gaussian noise. Noisy sensory data decreased
successful detection probability and reliable detection became
more difficult for detection algorithms. Reliable detection
series number decreased significantly with Gaussian noise
level increase and tended to zero at a high noise level. Yet, a
moderate noise level did not stop the detection completely and
both tested marker types were still reliably detectable with a
significant ArUco advantage (Fig. 7 and 8).

Fig. 7. Detection rates distributions in X-rotation experiments with 5%
Gaussian noise.

Fig. 8. Detection rates distributions in Z-rotation experiments with 5%
Gaussian noise.

A high level of noise prevented reliable detection for
both tested marker systems, however, AprilTag markers still
provided at least 25% detection rate (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10).

It is worth to note that detection rate distributions on X-
axis rotations are clearly periodic with periods being equal to
approximately 90 degrees. In our opinion, this pattern could
be caused by two reasons:

• Virtual camera frame render features;
• The detection algorithms features.
Assuming that a pattern is caused by the virtual frame render

features, this should lead to the same pattern for different plots.
Moreover, in such case the detection behavior must be the
same for different marker systems under the same conditions.
However, as it is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9, it differs for
AprilTag and ArUco systems. Therefore, the assumption about
render engine is wrong and the actual reason is that the
detection algorithms perform better at particular angles.

Fig. 9. Detection rates distributions in X-rotation experiments with 10%
Gaussian noise.

Fig. 10. Detection rates distributions in Z-rotation experiments with 10%
Gaussian noise.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This presented the comparison of detection and recognition
algorithms for AprilTag and ArUco fiducial marker families
concentrating on their resistance to rotations in the presence of
synthetic noise. The constructed virtual environment allowed
to eliminate external environment conditions influence and
accurately control them. Synthetic Gaussian noise was added
into experiments to estimate detection algorithms’ resistance
to noisy sensory data presence. The virtual experiments results
demonstrated that ArUco (type 25h7) and AprilTag (type
25h7) were equally insensitive to X-axis rotations when no
Gaussian noise is added to pure sensory data; however, ArUco
markers were significantly better in experiments for Z-axis
rotations. The same tendency was seen in conditions of
moderate Gaussian noise in sensory data, and the reliable
detection rate of ArUco markers was significantly higher
than AprilTag markers detection rate. However, both marker
systems decreased their successful detection rates and failed to
perform reliable detection at 10% of the Gaussian noise level.

Proper fiducial marker choice increases machine vision
methods efficiency. In our future research, we will consider
more fiducial marker families and types, which will be used for
comparison. Marker systems will be tested for their resistance
to occlusions, both systematic and arbitrary. In addition, the
angular size influence on the detection rate will be studied
further.
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